Many body trial wave functions are the key ingredient for accurate Quantum Monte Carlo estimates of total electronic energies in many electron systems. In the Coupled Electron-Ion Monte Carlo method, the accuracy of the trial function must be conjugated with the efficiency of its evaluation. We report recent progress in trial wave functions for metallic hydrogen implemented in the Coupled Electron-Ion Monte Carlo method. We describe and characterize several types of trial functions of increasing complexity in the range of the coupling parameter 1.0 ≤ rs ≤ 1.55. We report wave function comparisons for disordered protonic configurations and preliminary results for thermal averages.
Introduction
Modern ab initio simulation methods for systems of electrons and nuclei mostly rely on Density Function Theory (DFT) for computing the electronic forces acting on the nuclei, and on Molecular Dynamics (MD) techniques to follow the real-time evolution of the nuclei. Despite recent progress, DFT suffers from well-known limitations [1, 2] . As a consequence, current ab initio predictions of metallization transitions at high pressures, or even the prediction of structural phase transitions, are often only qualitative. Hydrogen is an extreme case [3, 4, 5] , side, and less computationally demanding than correlated quantum-chemistry strategies (such as coupled cluster method) [2] on the other side. Recently we have developed an ab-initio simulation method, the Coupled Electron-Ion Monte Carlo (CEIMC) method, based entirely on Monte Carlo algorithms, both for solving the electronic problem and for sampling the ionic configuration space in the BornOppenheimer approximation [12] . A Metropolis Monte Carlo simulation of the ionic degrees of freedom (represented either by classical point particles or by path integrals) at fixed temperature is performed based on the electronic energies computed during independent ground state Quantum Monte Carlo calculations. Application of CEIMC has been limited so far to high pressure hydrogen for several reasons: a) hydrogen is the simplest element of the periodic table, and the easiest to cope with since the absence of the additional separation of energy scales between core and valence electrons as in heavier elements; b) it is an important element since most of the matter in the universe consists of hydrogen; c) its phase diagram at high pressure in the interesting region where the metallization occurs is still largely unknown because present experiments are not able to reach the relevant pressures. We have investigated the very high pressure regime where all molecules are dissociated and the system is a plasma of fully ionized protons and electrons [13] , and we have studied the pressure-induced molecular dissociation transition in the liquid phase [14] . In both studies the CEIMC results were not in agreement with previous Car-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics (CPMD) calculations [15, 16] . While we have evidence now that the discrepancy in the fully ionized case is removed by taking a more accurate trial wave function in the QMC, in the second study more accurate CEIMC calculations predict a continuous molecular dissociation with increasing pressure at variance with CPMD where a first order molecular dissociation transition was observed by increasing pressure at constant temperature [16] . More recently, using constant volume Born-Oppenheimer Molecular Dynamics rather then constant pressure CPMD, a continuous dissociation transition has been reported from DFT-GGA studies [17] .
In the present paper we discuss in some details the various trial wave functions we have implemented for hydrogen and we compare their accuracy at various densities. We will not review the details of the CEIMC method which have been described at length in reference [12] . We just mention that in metals huge finite size effects, caused by the discrete nature of the reciprocal space, can be alleviated by averaging electronic properties over the overall undetermined phase of the many-body wave function (Twist Average Boundary Conditions). Results reported in this work are obtained by this method (see also ref. [18] for recent development). Section 2 will be devoted to describing the different trial wave functions and some details on their efficient implementation. In Section 3 we will report numerical comparisons among the various trial functions. Finally, in Section 4 we collect our conclusions and perspectives.
Trial Wave Functions for Hydrogen
The trial wave functions we have adopted for hydrogen are of the simple Slater-Jastrow form. We have considered spin unpolarized hydrogen only. For each spin state, a single determinant of one electron orbitals φ k (r) is used to account for the fermionic symmetry of the many-body wave function. A Jastrow factor e −U is then added to account for (at least) two body correlations directly into the trial wave function
and U = i<j u ij (r ij ). An accurate and parameter free Jastrow factor can be obtained within the RPA u
RP A ij
(r) (i, j = e, p) [19] . This simple form satisfies the correct cusp conditions at short particle separations and the right plasmon behavior (screening) at large distances. It was shown [20] to provide good energies for hydrogen even at intermediate densities if supplemented by gaussian functions u ij (r) = u RP A ij (r)−α ij e −r 2 /w 2 ij , with the variational parameters α ij , w ij . The additional terms preserve the short-and long-distance behavior of the RPA function and correct for possible inaccuracies at intermediate distances. However, they introduce four variational parameters to be numerically optimized, namely α ee , w ee , α ep , w ep . We have adopted the RPA form of the two body correlation in all different trial function discussed below.
In Ref. [10] we have described a procedure to iteratively improve any initial trial function based on the Feynman-Kac formula. If a determinant of single electron orbitals is assumed as an initial ansatz, the first iteration generates a bosonic (symmetric) twobody correlation function (Jastrow) while the next iteration naturally provides the backflow transformation of the orbitals and a three-body bosonic correlation term. Unfortunately, this is a formal theory which cannot provide, in general, analytical expressions for the various terms. Nonetheless the general structure is illuminating in searching for improvements.
In the first implementation of CEIMC [21, 22] m single electron orbitals consisting of a linear combination of few optimizable guassian orbitals centered on each molecule was used in order to simulate the insulating phases of molecular hydrogen. Optimization of the variational parameters, in number proportional to the number of electrons in the system, needed to be performed at each ionic configuration and was a major bottleneck for the efficiency of the method. Subsequently, we have developed trial functions with a very limited number of variational parameters (even zero when possible) and therefore reduced the complexity of the optimization step in the electronic calculation (or to reduce to a linear optimization in the case of DFT orbitals).
The Metallic Wave Function
At a very high pressure, beyond metallization and molecular dissociation, the electron liquid is a good Fermi liquid and correlation effects, with protons and among electrons, can be treated as perturbations. In this case it is natural to assume a determinant of free electron states (plane waves) as an initial ansatz. As stated above, the first iteration provides the two-body Jastrow factor for which we adopted the modified RPA form discussed above. Although this form of the trial function has been extensively used in the early QMC study of hydrogen [20] , it is worthwhile to emphasize that the proton coordinates do not appear in the fermionic part of the trial function, that is in its nodal structure, which is ultimately the limit of the accuracy of QMC. This limitation is overcome at the next iteration in the Feynman-Kac procedure, which suggests the backflow transformation of the orbitals and a three-body correlation factor. The form of the backflow transformation is
where η αβ are the electron-electron and electronproton backflow functions that must be parameterized. When the single body-orbitals in the determinants are expressed in terms of the quasi-particle coordinates x i , the nodal surfaces of the trial wave function become explicitly dependent on the proton positions, a crucial characteristic for inhomogeneous electron systems which will provide a more accurate energy even at the RQMC level. Similar to the case of the homogeneous electron gas [9] , the backflow and three-body functions were at first parametrized as gaussians [22] . This trial function has a total of 10 free parameters to be variationally optimized and has been used in a first CEIMC study of the melting transition of the proton crystal in hydrogen at r s = 1 [22] . Subsequently, we were able to derive approximate analytical expressions for the backflow and the three-body functions, as well as for the two-body correlation factor, in the Bohm-Pines collective coordinates approach [10] . This form is particularly suitable for the CEIMC because it is parameter-free. At the same time, it provides comparable accuracy to the numerically optimized wave function, both in the crystal configuration and for disordered protons. Explicit forms of the various terms can be found in the appendix of Ref. [10] . With this kind of wave function we have investigated the melting at three densities (r s = 0.8, 1.0, 1.2) including quantum effects for protons [13, 12] .
Band-structure-based Wave Functions (IPP/LDA)
The metallic wave function is expected to provide an accurate description of the electronic ground state at high density, well beyond molecular dissociation and metallization. On the other hand we expect it to be a poor representation of the true ground state at lower densities near the molecular dissociation. At lower densities, molecules appear and planewave single-electron orbitals (although in terms of backflow coordinates) are certainly not a good representation. Natoli et al. [23, 24] have previously used a Slater determinant of Kohn-Sham self consistent orbitals to study the solid phases of atomic hydrogen at r s = 1.31 and T = 0, and of molecular hydrogen at lower densities. They have found a typical energy gain of 0.5eV/electron by replacing the plane-wave with the self consistent orbitals in the Slater determinant. Here we have implemented similar ideas.
The single-particle orbitals, {φ n }, that comprise the Slater determinant are computed on-the-fly during the CEIMC calculation as the eigenstates of some single-particle Hamiltonian
where the N/2 orbitals with the lowest eigenvalue, ε n , are selected to fill the determinants. The singleparticle Hamiltonian describes electron-nuclear interactions and approximates electron-electron interactions through an effective potential. In Hartree atomic unitŝ
The effective potential, V eff (r; S), depends on the nuclear coordinates, S, as parameters and is, by construction, invariant under translation of the electron coordinate from one simulation cell to another:
The many-body Slater-Jastrow wave function should obey twisted boundary conditions [25] . The effect is that translating any single-electron coordinate by a lattice vector twists the overall phase of the wave function (7) which is achieved by enforcing Bloch's theorem on the single-particle orbitals for the first-Brillioun zone wavevector corresponding to the twist angle
The Bloch functions, U nk , are then cell-periodic functions, which are particularly well-represented in a plane-wave basis set, with basis functions of the form
The basis functions are orthogonal in G and normalized to 1 through the simulation cell of volume V . The G vectors are vectors of the reciprocal-space lattice, defined such that G.L = 2mπ; m ∈ Z. The quality of the plane-wave basis is controlled by a single parameter, an energy cutoff, which determines that largest wavevector that is present in the set:
In the plane-wave basis, the orbitals can be expressed as
The problem of filling the Slater determinant reduces to a problem of finding the plane-wave coefficients, C nkG , of the Bloch states and evaluating the resulting determinant for the QMC electronic configuration. The plane-wave orbital coefficients are found by solving the eigenvalue problem of the single-particle Hamiltonian
where
From this Fourier transform, it is clear that if the simulation cell is centrosymmetric then the potential is real and inversion symmetric in G − G ′ . However, this and other symmetry considerations, such as the existence of point-group operations that leave the single-particle Hamiltonian invariant, are generally not relevant in a CEIMC simulation in which the nuclear coordinates are typically not ordered. One relevant symmetry, time-reversal symmetry for k → −k, implies that only half of the Brillioun zone must be explicitly sampled. Further, the eigenvectors corresponding to k = 0 are real.
Note that the effective potential in reciprocal space depends on G − G ′ only, and can therefore be stored as a one-dimensional vector of size 8N G in place of an array of size N 2 G . This property is due to the locality of the potential in real space. One method of solving the eigenvalue problem would be to use standard numerical matrix diagonalization techniques. However, such approaches are much too slow when the number of basis functions significantly exceeds the number of required eigenstates, as in the case of a plane-wave basis. Instead, we use an iterative, conjugate-gradient band-by-band minimization scheme [26] that is particularly effecient for these classes of problems. The method employs the variational principle to minimize residuals and the Gram-Schmidt scheme to preserve orthogonalization of the eigenstates. In our studies, we typically use one of two choices for the effective potential: -V eff = V e−n , the bare electron-nuclear interaction.
We refer to this method as the independent particle potential (IPP) because electron-electron interactions and nuclear screening are absent from the orbitals. -V eff = V LDA , the Kohn-Sham effective potential within the local density approximation (LDA). Further complexities may be introduced to all of these wave functions through backflow transformations and the Jastrow factor.
IPP and LDA Orbitals
For hydrogen, the IPP orbitals are generated with V eff from the bare electron-proton Coulomb potential such that the potential term from Equation 14 becomes
where S G is the simulation-cell structure factor
with R I a proton coordinate, and v c is the Fourier transform of the Coulomb potential
The diverging G = G ′ components are equated to zero, which corresponds to shifting the arbitrary zero of electrostatic potential.
DFT-LDA orbitals are generated from the KohnSham effective potential with the local density approximation. The effective potential becomes a sum of three terms
Both the Hartree potential and the exchangecorrelation potential depend on the electron density
which in turn depends on the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian. These potentials must therefore be determined self-consistently, through an iterative procedure, such that the Hamiltonian yields orbitals corresponding to a density equal to that used to generate the potentials. The local density approximation that we use is the Perdew-Zunger [27] parameterization of Ceperley-Alder [28] electron-gas data. For hydrogen, both the LDA and IPP wave functions are eigenstates of a Hamiltonian which contains a bare Coulomb interaction between electrons and protons. The singularity in the potential results in a derivative cusp in φ (r) when r = R I . The presence of this cusp with orbitals that properly satisfy Kato's cusp condition is important for obtaining good energies or short projection times for QMC algorithms. The electron-proton cusp condition is:
Representing this cusp in reciprocal space is challenging due to the slow algebraic decay of G −4 . For this reason, we implement a cusp-removal method by dividing the orbitals by a function that satisfies the cusp condition exactly (in this case, the RPA ep Jastrow function discussed earlier),
before reverse Fourier transforming to retrieve the C nkG coefficients used to build the Slater determinant. The proper electron-proton cusp is later reintroduced exactly in real space using the same RPA Jastrow function. This procedure greatly enhances the convergence of the Slater-Jastrow wave function with respect to the size of the plane-wave basis set used to represent the orbitals, as demonstrated by Figure 1 .
Backflow Transformations of IPP/LDA Orbitals
Similarly to the metallic wave function case, we can think of applying the Feynman-Kac iteration procedure to generate a backflow transformation even for IPP/LDA orbitals. This transformation introduces correlation effects into the Slater determinant part of a Slater-Jastrow wave function, with the advantage that modifications of the nodal surface are possible and the energy is improved. The specific form for the transformation is unknown, but as a first ansatz we can use the same analytical expressions we have developed in the metallic case. As we will show in the next section, backflow is found to improve the total energy and the variance of the total energy, both indicating that it is a better representation of the ground state of the system. Only the electron-electron backflow is applied, while the electron-proton term is found to reduce the quality of the trial function.
Comparisons of Wave Functions

Fixed protonic configurations
In this section we consider fixed protonic configurations and we compare the quality of the various wave functions at several densities. We consider first protons in crystal structures at r s = 1.0 and r s = 1.4. Results for BCC hydrogen at r s = 1.31 obtained from various improvements of the metallic wave function are reported in Table III of Ref. [10] where they are also compared to the results obtained with self-consistent Kohn-Sham orbitals [23] . There we have shown that the quality of the analytical form of the metallic wave function is superior to its numerically optimized version and comparable to that of the LDA orbitals for hydrogen in the BCC structure and for various system sizes. Our present implementation of LDA orbitals provides results in agreement with previous estimates [29] .
In Tables 1 and 2 we report QMC energies for hydrogen in several crystal structures and for various system sizes at two densities corresponding to r s = 1 and r s = 1.4 respectively. A complete study of the size dependence and the relative stability of those structure is not our concern here and will be reported elsewhere [29] . We observe that LDA always provides a small or negligible improvement over IPP, while IPP is significantly cheaper through the lack of the self-consistent requirement. Comparing various structures and system sizes, we observe that the best wave function depends on the structure: for BCC, FCC structures and the diamond structure with N=8, the metallic wave function is superior to the others. The opposite is true for the diamond structure with N=64, where IPP and LDA provide lower energies at all densities. We also observe that the ordering of the wave functions does not appear to depend on density, at least in the limited range investigated. Note that r s = 1.31 corresponds to the density predicted by ground state QMC calculations [20] for the molecular dissociation to occur. Another important test is the effect of backflow (BF) on the band orbitals. We see that both variation and rep- tation energies are slightly improved and the variational variance is halved by the backflow, which means a net improvement of the trial function and the need of a shorter projection in imaginary time to reach the ground state. The high level of accuracy observed for the metallic wave function in crystal structures induced us to perform a detailed study of liquid hydrogen at finite temperature [13] . Next, we consider how the various wave functions perform on disordered protonic configurations representative of atomic hydrogen in the liquid state in the range of densities corresponding to the interval r s ∈ [1.0, 1.55]. As before, all results reported here are averaged over a 6x6x6 fixed grid in the twist space. At r s = 1 we compare the Metallic wave function with the LDABF wave function, while at lower densities we report data for the IPP, LDA and LD-ABF wave functions.
In the left panel of Figure 2 we display VMC and fully converged RQMC energies for 18 protonic configurations at r s = 1.0 obtained with the metalllic and the LDABF wave functions. Configuration 0 is a 32 protons warm crystal (FCC) near melting, configuration 1 is the perfect BCC crystal with 54 protons, configurations 2 to 12 are statistically independent configurations of 54 protons obtained during a CEIMC run at T=2000K performed with the LD- ABF trial function, while the remaining 5 configurations have been obtained during a CEIMC run at the same temperature performed with the metallic trial function. Several interesting facts can be inferred from this figure. With the noticeable exception of the perfect BCC crystal, energies from LDABF wave function are always lower than energies from the metallic wave function. In particular, the fully converged RQMC energies from the metallic wave functions are above the VMC energies from LDABF trial function. This implies that changing the form of the nodes provides more energy than fully projecting the initial state. Why the excellent quality of the metallic wave function observed in perfect crystals is deteriorated by disorder remains unclear to us, but as a matter of fact, it appears that LDA nodes supplemented by e-e backflow perform much better both in the liquid state and in the crystal state with thermal fluctuations. Another interesting observation concerns the dispersion of the energies over a set of configurations. The dispersion of the energy, measured by its standard deviation with respect to the mean value, is a measure of the roughness of the BO energy surface, the key quantity in determining the structure and the thermal properties of hydrogen. The dispersions over the first 11 liquid configurations (from conf. 2 to conf. 13 generated during a run with the LDABF trial function) is reported in Table 3 . Dispersion of the RQMC energies with the metallic trial function is roughly twice as large than the dispersion from the LDABF trial function which indicates as the BO surface with LDABF is smoother than the other, providing a less structured liquid state and a lower melting temperature of the proton crystal. Moreover, it is interesting to compare the dispersion of the VMC and the RQMC energies for a given trial function and a given set of configurations. For the same set of liquid configurations and for the LDABF wave function, the VMC and RQMC dispersions differ by 0.09mH/at corresponding to roughly 30K, a tiny difference in the roughness of the BO energy surface. This suggest that at r s = 1.0 the VMC BO energy surface is likely to be accurate enough. In the right panel of Figure 2 we report for the same static configurations the quality parameter for the two wave functions considered. The quality parameter of a trial function is defined as the negative logarithm of the overlap of the trial state onto its fully projected state. It is easy to prove that it reduces to the integral over positive imaginary time of the difference between the energy and its extrapolation at infinite time. The smaller the quality parameter the better the trial function is. We observe that, with the exception of the BCC crystal, the metallic wave function has larger values, which means that it is less accurate than the LDABF wave function. Note also, how the quality of the LDABF wave function is uniform (at fixed number of particles) through the perfect crystal and the disordered configurations, no matter how these configurations have been generated. This is an important requirement to accurately predict phase transitions. On the other hand, the quality of the metallic wave function on the 5 liquid configurations generated with this wave function is higher than on the remaining 10 liquid configurations generated in a LDABF run. A good trial function should have a uniform quality throughout the entire proton configurational space in order to provide an unbiased sampling. A similar analysis has been performed at r s = 1.31, 1.40 and 1.55 considering 5 liquid configurations generated during a CEIMC run at T = 2000K with the LDABF trial function. Results are displayed in Figures 3, 4 and 5 respectively. Since the metallic wave function is certainly not accurate at this density, we compare the IPP, LDA and LDABF wave functions only. At all densities LDABF trial function provides lower energies (its VMC energy is very close the RQMC-IPP energy). Moreover its quality parameter is smaller than for the other wave functions because the backflow provides a considerable improvement already at the VMC level and the gap between the VMC and the RQMC energies is smaller than for the other cases. Also the quality parameter appears to be more uniform over the (small number of) configuration examined. Quality parameters of IPP and LDA trial functions are within error bars to each other except at r s = 1.55 where the IPP one is quite smaller, and close to the LDABF values, than the LDA values. This is caused by an larger energy gap between VMC and RQMC energies and a slower convergence in imaginary time for LDA trial function than for the other trial functions.
Energy dispersions are collected in Table 3 . We observe a large dependence of the dispersion (between 2 and 3 times) on the trial function and, for IPP and LDA, on the level of optimization of its bosonic part. As mentioned above, this fact would imply a large sensitivity of thermal properties to the type of trial function and on the QMC method exploited to obtain the BO energy surface. These conclusions are in agreement with our finding that the nature of the dissociation process changes from the VMC to the RQMC energy surface [14] . In the LD-ABF case the difference in dispersion between VMC and RQMC energies corresponds to only few tens of degrees Kelvin, probably a negligible effect in most interesting cases. On the other hand VMC remains much more efficient in terms of computational resources required.
Liquid-State Simulations
After the validation of LDABF trial function of the previous section, we report here results for the liquid structure of hydrogen at the same densities. We have simulated systems of 54 protons. The TABC is performed here using twist sampling [18] around the nodes of a 4x4x4 grid in twist space at each protonic step. In the left panel of Figure 6 we report a comparison of proton-proton pair correlation functions g pp (r) at r s = 1 and T = 1500K as obtained from the metallic and LDABF trial functions at the VMC level. As expected from the results of the previous section, we observe considerably more structure with the metallic trial function than with the LDABF one, which indeed would correspond to having an effective lower temperature. On the same figure we report results from a CPMD simulation [15] performed within the LDA approximation. The agreement between CPMD data and our present CEIMC data from LDABF trial function is striking and somehow unexpected. Indeed our representation of the electronic ground state is much more accurate than the simpler LDA one. Also the finite size effect in the CPMD calculation was addressed only partially by using only closed shells systems at the Γ point. Nonetheless the observed agreement testify that the structure of the proton liquid is not very sensitive to details of the ground state representation, at least at such high density. Finally, in the right panel of Figure 6 we report preliminary data for g pp (r) of 54 protons at r s = 1.4 and T = 2000K. We compare IPP and LDABF trial functions at the VMC and RQMC levels. The statistical noise is still large but it seems that the overall behavior does not depend too much on the kind of trial functions, although small details could still be different. Note, however, that the liquid has little structure. More investigations of the influence of the trial function on the liquid structure is certainly needed, in particular, in the molecular dissociation region.
Conclusions
We have reported important progress in CEIMC, an efficient and accurate method to perform abinitio simulations of condensed system with QMC energies. We have shown how the method performs in the case of hydrogen at high pressure, the simplest, but yet not understood, system. The new method allows us to cover a range of temperatures inaccessible to previous QMC methods for hydrogen, a range where most of the interesting physics of hydrogen occurs, including the melting of the molecular and proton crystals, the molecular dissociation both in the liquid and in the crystal and the metallization of the system.
A key ingredient in CEIMC is the trial function used to represent the electronic ground state. Even when a projection technique such as Reptation QMC is exploited to improve the bosonic part of the trial many-body wave function, its fermionic part, that is its nodal surface, is still playing a very crucial role in determining the electronic energies and therefore the overall thermal behavior of the system. In the present paper, we have reported a detailed investigation of these effects for hydrogen by comparing a number of different trial wave functions at two densities. We have shown as a fully analytical trial wave function, that is optimal in terms of computational efficiency in CEIMC, and which has been previously demonstrated to provide excellent accuracy for crystalline states, degrades as soon as some disorder is introduced in the protonic configurations. This result has been established by comparing with results for new trial functions obtained from a Slater determinant of IPP/LDA orbitals together with a two-body Jastrow correlation factor. A further backflow transformation of these orbitals has been introduced and characterized. The new trial functions provide lower energies and more uniform overlap over a number of fixed representative configurations, which we use as an indication of the overall quality of the trial function. The most striking result on disordered configurations is that the LDABF energies at the VMC level are lower than the fully projected energies from the metallic trial function. This indicates that the improvement of performance comes mainly from the different nodal surfaces, while the bosonic part is responsible only for smaller improvements. The failure of the metallic wave function is most probably due to the presence of some degeneracy of its orbital structure around the Fermi surface which is removed by solving the instantaneous band structure. On the other hand, the use of complex wave functions and twist averaged boundary conditions in connection with the metallic trial function was expected to remove most of these degeneracies. A better understanding of this failure is desirable and deserves more investigation.
The difference in energies for different trial functions, or more precisely the dispersions of the energies from different wave functions, translates into a overall temperature factor at thermal equilibrium. The metallic trial function provides a dispersion which is roughly twice that of the corresponding dispersion from the LDABF trial function. Therefore the metallic g pp (r) at temperature T should correspond to the LDABF g pp (r) at ∼ T /2. This is indeed observed and the new g pp (r)'s from LDABF are in fair agreement with predictions of Car-Parrinello MD [15] . This agreement remains somehow surprising since, beyond the different methods of sampling protonic configurational space, the electronic description in the two methods is quite different. We use LDA orbitals with a backflow transformation and a two body RPA Jastrow while in CPMD, only LDA orbitals are employed. Adding the backflow and the Jastrow, we obtain a fair gain of energy and, moreover, we can improve the bosonic part of the trial function by projecting in imaginary time. Further, we strongly reduce the finite size effects by averaging over the undetermined phase of the wave function, while CPMD calculations are performed at the Γ point only for closed shell systems (N p = 54 and 162). However the final agreement between the two methods indicates that the effects of these improvements on energy differences is only minor. On the other hand, it is well known in simple liquids that g(r) is not very sensitive to changes of the interaction potential and this might explain the observed agreement.
At lower densities, employing IPP orbitals and RPA Jastrow, we have recently found [14] a continuous molecular dissociation with density, at variance with CPMD which has predicted a first order molecular dissociation transition [16] . The reliability of IPP trial function was only tested on crystal structures and should be further investigated for disordered configurations along the lines shown here. This study is in progress. A recent BOMD study [17] within DFT/GGA has reported a continuous molecular dissociation in agreement with our findings. This agreement suggests that improving the trial functions from IPP to LDABF might change the details of the results but not the overall picture. This confirms that our present method can be most useful in condition where new interesting physics is happening, such as near a liquid-liquid phase transitions or a metallization transition.
